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AMHERST COLLEGE
The Black Steering Committee
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Dear Members:

The President has asked that we reply to your
recent correspondence concerning the deaths of two
students at Southern University in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, on November 16, 1972.

I am enclosing for your information a copy of
a statement by Deputy Attorney General Ralph E.
Erickson, released on November 17, 1972, relative to
the above subject.

Sincerely,

DAVID L. NORMAN
Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division

cc: Records
Corres. Unit
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•AMHEHST COLLEGE
The Black Steering Committee
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Reverend Barclay Brown
Interfaith Center
Wilde Lake Village Green
Columbia, Maryland 21043

Ms. Lauren Edwards
Ms. Christine Kaminsky
1708 Washtenaw
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197

Mr. Kieran James Maurletta
795 Bellflower Boulevard
Apartment 13
Long Beach, California 90815

Ms. Julie Myers
Philips Elementary School
6550 East Twenty-First Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80207

Ms. Imogene Stewart
4-D-ll West Alexander Hall
Jackson State College
Jackson, Mississippi 39203

Ms. Vera A. Widder
University of Massachusetts
100 Arlington Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

The Church of St. Mark
Brooklyn Avenue and Union Street
Brooklyn, New York 11213
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AM^&Sai COLLEGE
AMHERST • MASSACHUSETTS • 01002

OJ of the Dean of Students
one: 413-542-2296

December

OEC It ^ 56 '
13, 1972

le

ORO^
President Richard M. Nixon
White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

We the undersigned members of the Amherst College Black Community
deplore the events which led to the deaths of two young students
at Southern University in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. We write to
you our elected officials to call your attention to the unprovoked
and unwarranted use of force that lead to the tragedy at Southern
University in Baton Rouge. We further ask you to use your influence
to initiate a full congressional investigation of this incident.
We urge that the legislation which was passed in most states as a
means to stop student protest be given careful and complete review
as to its constitutionality. We further call upon you to bring
an end to the present conditions and legislation which make for
an environment where senseless oppression and murder under the
guise of Law and order is possible.

!

1

We close by imploring ycur sense of urgency on this matter.
Fearful, of who or what is next, we call upon you to act expedi-
tiously and decisively in the aftermath of this terroi^t attack
by law enforcement officers on unarmed defenseless students. :

1

1
t
»
1.

Sincerely,
i
!

Amherst College Black Steering Committee

£ ' DEC 2i 1972
1c •.
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Black Steering Committee

AMHERST COLLEGE
AMHERST • MASSACHUSETTS • 01002

Office of the Dean of Students

~no President Richard M. Nixon
White House
Washington, D.C.20032
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oFD-204 (Rev.3-3-59)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to: 1 - Uo So ATTORNEY, BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA

SA EDWARD J. CARNEY, JR0

DECEMBER 15, 1972

NO 44-4719
UNKNOWN SUBJECTS;
DENVER ALLEN SMITH (Deceased),
LEONARD DOUGLAS BROWN (Deceased) - VICTIMS;
Southern University, Baton Rouge
(East Baton Rouge Parish), Louisiana
CIVIL RIGHTS; CIVIL RIGHTS - FEDERALLY PROTECTED ACTIVITIES

Report of:
Date:

NEW ORLEANSOffice:

F i e l d O f f i c e F i l e #z 44-54616B u r e a u F i l e i:

Title:

Character:

Investigation into the 11/16/72, fatal shooting of two
SUBR students continued through interviews with East
Baton Rouge Parish Sheriff's Office (EBRPSO) Deputies.
Depucy MARION ncKELVEx BINNING, Director of Firearms
Training Program for EBRPSO, advised that each two-man
patrol car is equipped with one shotgun and that the normal
load for these weapons is No. 4 buckshot. Deputy ARTHUR
JOHNSON advised that approximately 15 minutes after victims
had been shot, he observed an unidentified Deputy firing a
shotgun with what JOHNSON believed was loaded with live
ammunition. This Deputy, according to JOHNSON, was firing
his weapon above the heads of a group of students in front
of Parker Hall. Deputy GARY BRUCE WALL, in re-interview,
maintained that he did not fire his shotgun during the con-
frontation and that he could only relate his activities as
recalled by him despite fact that film of him that day shows
he did not necessarily react in accordance with his recollection.
Deputy THOMAS WAYNE CAMBRE, in re-interview, recalled seeing
the two victims fall but does not remember associating a
specific noise such as a shotgun with their falling and was
not impressed when he first saw students fall with fact
that they had been shot. JOSEPH HILLARD, JR., SUBR student,
advised that during confrontation he observed unidentified
EBRPSO Deputy Sergeant fire his weapon at fleeing students

Synopsis:

T h i s d o c u m e n t c o n t a i n s n e i t h e r r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s n o r c o n c l u s i o n s o f t h e F B I. I t i s t h e p r o p e r t y o f t h e F B I a n d i s l o a n e d t o
y o u r a g e n c y ; i t a n d i t s c o n t e n t s a r e n o t t o b e d i s t r i b u t e d o u t s i d e y o u r a g e n c y.
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and that after the Sergeant shot, one of the students
began to fall. CLYDE LEE MYLES, SUBR student, observed
two officers firing shotguns at students in front of
Administration Building after which he saw the two
victims lying on the sidewalk, FRANK G. RIEGER, M » D
who officiated at autopsy of victim DENVER A, SMITH,
advised it is his belief fatal shot was fired in a more
or less level trajectory of fire and from a normal
standing position, JAMES A, FREEMAN, M. D., who performed
autopsy on victim LEONARD DOUGLAS BROWN, advised it is
his opinion victims appeared struck by same discharge.
Dr. FREEMAN of opinion that person who fired fatal shot
is 5' 7" or taller, and would have been shooting from a
standing position. Results of interviews with repre-
sentatives of BPCI set forth. Signed statement of SHIRLEY
MARIE JOHNSON, coordinator of Community Advancement, Inc
Baton Rouge, set forth in which she alleges Baton Rouge
Parish Sheriff AL AMISS, in telephone conversation at
8:40 AM on 11/16/72, told her that students had taken
over the SUBR Administration Building and that he was
going to take over the Administration Building by any
means necessary, even if someone might get killed.
Results of FBI Laboratory report and results of study
of photographs and films taken at scene of confrontation
set forth.

•»

• »
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l

I'r. D’Army Bailey
io-chairman, Black People’s -Committee of Inquiry
City of Berkeley
City Council, City Hall
Berkeley, California 94704

1
1

Dear Hr. Bailey:

u >n This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter
of December 5, 1972, enclosing a copy of the prelimi-
nary findings of the Black People’s Committee of
T .i
j.USjUA.4.J •

I
*

*1:

iVv 'r As you are probably aware, this Department is
conducting a full investigation Into the deaths of
Denver Smith and Leonard Bro./ri at Southern University,
Baton Rouge, on November 16, 1972. In connection with
such an Investigation we would be glad to receive any
pertinent information you may have, including those
materials to v/nich you refer in your letter. You can
be assured that such information will be carefully
analyzed in the Department, as are all other reports

in this matter.

:n

i
i

Sincerely,

DAVID L. NORMAN
Assistant Attorney General

Civil Rights Division
t

t
J

By:
ROBERT A. MURPHY

Chief
Criminal Sectioncc: Records

Chrono
Murphy
**i- A1
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So
The Attorney General

the Acting Director, FBI
Vf. Mark Felt
Acting Associate Director

December 21, 1972

For

SMŜ LL^SMITH (DECEASED),
TFCNARD PGCGLAS BROWN (DECEASED) - VICTIMS:SDTHERH UNIVERSITY
JATON ROUGE (EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH), LOUISIANA
CIVIL RIGHTS;
CIVIL TIGHTS - FEDERALLY PROTECTED ACTIVITIES

Reference Is made to my letter dated December 13,^72, which forwarded the second report of the FBI's lnvestl-atlon conducted in the captioned matter.
to date enc?oaer?eport?3tlgatl0n COn,Ju<:ted

Enclosure

1)- The Deputy Attorney General - Enclosure
1 - Assistant Attorney General - EnclosureCivil Rights Division

#V lit l cs
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BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 1 0 0 51AH *11
DEPT. OF JUSTICE

REV. HERON A. SAM
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8 JAN 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Shooting Deaths o£ Two Students at
Southern University, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, November 16, 1972

Re:

On November 16, 1972, two black students at
Southern University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, were
killed by Number 4 buckshot, fired from the shotgun
of a deputy of the East Baton Rouge Parish Sheriff's
Office. To date, the continuing full Investigation
ordered by the Deputy Attorney General has not developed
the identity of the subject responsible for the deaths.

V

On November 16, 1972, after several weeks of campus
disturbances, boycotts and class disruptions (the pur-
pose being to demand rule and facility changes and the
resignation of the President) led by a small radical
faction called Students United, several hundred students
assembled at the Southern University Administration
Building, mainly for the purpose of forcing the Pres-
ident to secure the release of some Students United
leaders who had been arrested that morning. The
President indicated he would not be coerced in obtain-
ing those releases but that after his off-campus board
meeting he would make some inquiries. The President
left and the students determined to remain inside and
on the front steps of the building and await his return.
There is no evidence that the purpose was actually a
building takeover.

\

: R̂ecords
Chrono
O'Connor
Murphy
Gardner
NBA Whieldon

cc

/
/
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The head of campus security had meanwhile requested

that sheriffs* deputies and a state police tactical unit
be deployed to the campus in view of the takeover and a
report to him that the President and a guard were hostage.
(Actually they had barricaded themselves in a room for a
few minutes and were shortly escorted to safety).

Deputies and state police arrived on campus and
encircled the front of the Administration Building.
About one hundred students refused to leave after several
requests had been made. At that point a state police
lieutenant, who had misinterpreted an order to prepare
for gas, rolled a canister towards the students. A stu-dent picked it up and threw it back, seriously gassing
most of the state police officers. Other canisters were
thrown and gas shells were fired from the state police
armored vehicle. Deputies deployed in a skirmish line
In front of the step^also were gassed by canisters re-turned by students and by shells which bounced off the
building. Several of them then began to fire their
shotguns, allegedly loaded only with tear gas cartridges
(closely resembling buckshot shells). Students began to
run away from the area. It should be noted that there is
no evidence that students had weapons or threw projectiles
other than the tear gas canisters thrown at them by police.

Student8 Denver Smith and Leonard Brown, who were
almost the last to min away from the Administration
Building, were struck in the head at the same time by
Number 4 buckshot pellets and died shortly thereafter.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation, to date, has
submitted to this Division three reports totalling 1408
pages. They have prepared numerous diagrams, have
analyzed films and photographs and have conducted hun-dreds of interviews with all law enforcement personnel,

FOIA # 50904 (URTS 16300) Docld: 70104884 Page 29
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students and faculty members present. Through that
analysis they have established an angle of fire, thus
narrowing the area froHI which the single fatal shot

At that time that area Included approxi-
mately six to twelve deputies,
however, deny firing a live shot and express certainty

the load in their weapon and, that if they fired,
it was only tear gas.

was fired.
All those deputies,

over

Nine of these suspects were requested to take
Four have done so

, One is un-
Of course, if the

voluntary polygraph examinations,
and no attempt at deception was shown,
decided and four have refused, i

party who fired the live round has no knowledge that
he did so, no deception would be shown. It is this
Department's belief, however, that in view of the sub-
stantial difference in recoil from that of a tear gas
cartridge and the careful narrowing of the possible
subjects that has been made, the party responsible has
a good idea who he is.

Additional reports are expected which should in-
clude complete results of the polygraph examinations,
re-interviews of several deputies whose first interviews
have been found inconsistent with other facts known to

us, and an interview or statement of a lieutenant who
now recalls firing an additional shot. We have no In-
formation at this time, however, which would lead us to

conclude that the subject responsible will be identified
through present investigatory efforts.

FOIA # 50904 (URTS 16300) Docld: 70104884 Page 30



Reports received several weeks ago were that the
Parish Prosecuting Attorney in Louisiana would convene
a grand jury to consider evidence and evaluate the
findings of the Attorney General's special commission.
Those findings are similar to those of this Department.

DAVID L. NORMAN
Assistant Attorney General

Civil Rights Division

i-

I

•i

••
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January 5, 1973David L. Norman
Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division

Jeffrey R. Whieldon
Attorney
Criminal Section
Unknown Subjects, Deputies, East
Baton Rouge Parish Sheriff's Office,
East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana;
Denver Allen Smith (Deceased), Leonard
Douglas Brown (Deceased) - Victims
Summary Punishment
CIVIL RIGHTS

JKW:flh
DJ 144-32M-9

Summary of Evidence

On November 17, 1972, the Deputy Attorney General
requested the Federal Bureau of Investigation to conduct
a full investigation into the deaths of the above-named
victims during a confrontation with law enforcement per-
sonnel on November 16 at Southern University in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. As of this date some 1,408 pages in
three reports dated December 1, 8 and 15, have been sub-
mitted to this Division and have been carefully read and
analysed by this attorney and Research Analyst Marjorie L.
Jones. Another report is expected sometime after the first
of the year.

The purpose of this memorandum is to set forth in
summary fashion the important background facts and all
evidence developed to date which may be pertinent to the
determination of who fired the fatal shot and why.

cc j^-Records
Chrono
Murphy
0'Connor
Whieldon
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BACKGROUND

In the early morning hours of November 16, 1972,
East Baton Rouge Parish deputies executed four arrest
warrants for leaders of Students United, a radical campus
organization which had been the group mainly responsible
for the many weeks of demonstrations, boycotts and class
disruptions at Southern University, Baton Rouge (SUBR).
This group, with the support of many students, had urged
the resignation of the President of SUBR, Leon Nettervllle
(black, age 66) and a '’laundry list" of other demands for
such things as student participation in university affairs,
improved facilities, dismissal of some faculty members, etc.
Louisiana State Board of Education officials agreed to the
merit of some demands but refused to accept any resignations,
including that of the President, under pressure.

On November 9, 1972, seven warrants had been issued
for the arrests of leaders of Students United. Two were
executed on November 9, but those students were later
released. Arrests of the other five were postponed after

nt by Students United to discontinue the dis-an agre
turbances. However, they were not discontinued and a
decision was made by university security officials on
November 15 to execute the r Pour ofining warrants,
the five were located and taken into custody.

After learning of the arrests, several hundred
students assembled at the Administration Building at
approximately 7:30 a.m. The students were led by Ricky
Hill and Nathaniel Howard, two leaders of Students United.
At 9:00 a.m., several students were given permission to
enter and talk to Nettervllle, who was in his office.
However, others pushed their way past security guards and
entered. The students talked briefly to Nettervllle about
the arrested students. Nettervllle indicated he was leaving
to attend a board meeting and he would find out why the
students were arrested but would not be coerced into

r
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arranging for their release. While getting into his
car he was confronted by Howard and again asked about
the arrested students. He told Howard he was going
to a Board meeting but would call the Sheriff to see
what could be done. He then left, under a security
guard escort. Leaders Howard and Hill convinced the
students to remain in the building until Netterville
returned. 1/ However, many students confirm the
statement made over and over by Howard and Hill that
they were not there to take over the building.

Meamdiile, at the request of President Netterville,
Mr. James Hunt, Director of Administrative Services, 2/
had called the Sheriff, informing him of the need for law
enforcement personnel and that Netterville and a security
guard were being held hostage. At that time both had
barricaded themselves in a room because of the Increasing
number of students who had entered the building. However,
they were not hostages. It should be noted that many
deputies went to the campus under the mistaken belief
that the security guard was still hostage. However, it
appears that the Sheriff and others in charge were well
aware that there were no hostages being held.

In response to the above request for aid, Sheriff
A1 Amiss of East Baton Rouge Parish ordered his deputies
to Ryan Airport where they would assemble and move onto
the campus. Under a pre-arranged plan, a tactical squad
of the Louisiana State Police was also requested to come
to the campus.

4».

1/ Although some students claim Netterville told th
to remain there until his return, this is denied by
Netterville and other school officials present and seems
highly unlikely.
2/ One of his responsibilities is campus security.

i
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Upon the arrival of deputies at Ryan Airport,

certain orders were given the men by Sheriff Amiss,
Major Fred Sliman and Chief Deputy Gene Rives. They
were told that the students had taken over the Admin-
istration Building and that a security guard was being
held hostage. Amiss advised them that they would be
dealing with students and he did not want anyone injured
or abused in any way. He also told Sliman that he wanted
the black deputies integrated among the white deputies so
they would not be together in one group. Sliman handled
administrative details and instructions.

Sliman advised the Bureau that when he arrived at
the airport he was informed that the President had gotten
out of the building but a security guard was still inside.
He also advised that most of the men who reported were
already assigned to squads in which they had been detailed
to the campus on October 31, 1972. There was no confron-
tation at that time.

Instructions issued by Sliman were only basic and
were similar to those Issued on the several prior occasions
they had assembled in anticipation of going onto the campus.
The instructions were that no rounds of live ammunition
were to be carried or loaded into the chambers of shotguns
or rifles except on orders of the squad leader, given
through Amiss, Rives or Sliman; that there was to be no
firing except on direct order of either Amiss, Rives or
Sliman; that loading of tear gas was discretionary with
the men; that they were not to overreact to abuse and not
to do anything to hurt the students; that nightsticks were
not to be used unless absolutely necessary for self defense
or to control students; and that no more than two .30
caliber carbines were to be carried in any one squad. They
were also advised not to use deadly force except to protect
themselves or another deserving person.
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Most of the men had ammunition and tear gas in
their possession which had been issued to them on pre-
vious alerts and which they had not returned. One shot-
gun is die issue per two-man car and the ammunition
utilised is carried by deputies as their needs require.

deputies had personally owned shotguns as well.
Generally the deputies kept the loads that were already
in their shotguns, although some reloaded or rearranged
the ammunition. 3/ According to interviews, the deputies
in the suspect squads (2, 3 and 4)who had shotguns
carried either all buckshot or all tear gas loads. Mo
one who had just buckshot admits to firing his weapon.
A few deputies may have had tear gas and buckshot in
their weapons so that the gas would fire first, but
these deputies were not in the area from which the
fatal shot came.

S

THE CONFRONTATION

After assembling, the deputies and state police
proceeded In a convoy to the SUBR campus. The state
police armored vehicle known as “Big Bertha" led the
column. After entering the campus the column met
Mr. Hunt who had a few words with Chief Rives. They
then proceeded to a position on College Avenue directly
in front of the Administration Building. (See Diagram
#1). The men dismounted from their vehicles and formed
in their respective squads.

At this time (approximately 10:30 a.m.)Sheriff
Amiss, utilising the public address system in "Big Bertha,"
made an announcement to the crowd of 200-300 students
gathered in front of the Administratican Building that they

'

it

3/ It should be noted here that a few deputies who
were interviewed stated that an order was given not to
carry live ammunition in the shotguns. However, there
is no otter indication that such order was ever given.
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had five minutes to disperse and that if they did
not do so there was a possibility that they would
be arrested. The majority of those in front of the
Administration Building began to disperse at this
time. A countdown of the time was then given each
minute over the public address system. At the end,
however, a group of perhaps 100 students remained.
Students in that group of 100 or so state that Howard,
Hill or another leader Herget Harris told them to stay
and not leave. This was also heard by some of the state
police who had moved up next to the steps.

*

At the expiration of the five minutes Amiss
left "Big Bertha” and walked out to where three of
his squads (Squads 2, 3 and 4) had assembled on the
lawn in front of the Administration Building steps.
Meanwhile, the tactical unit of state police that was
present had gone to the northeast corner of the building
backed up by the Sheriff's riot squad (Squad 1). (See
Diagram #1). Amiss stepped in front of his squads and
again made an announcement that the students disperse
and vacate the building. 4/

It was at this time also that Captain Rudolph
Ratcliff began to converse with the students on the
steps and told them to disperse. Prior to this, the
state police tactical squad had cleared the steps of
the Academic Building on its way up to the corner of
the Administration Building. (See Diagram #1).

Ratcliff claims to have been subjected to profane
language and insults during this effort. It bee
to him that the students would not cooperate so he turned

obvious

4/ There were a large number of students in the building
at this time as well. A few of them came out at the time
of the confrontation, the remainder came out afterwards.
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to his men stating it may be necessary to use gas.
Apparently this statement was misinterpreted by
Lieutenant Crow as an order to gas, for Crow ordered
his men to put on masks and simultaneously rolled a
gas canister into the demonstrators. A student wearing
a helmet liner (either Herget Harris or Ricky Hill)
threw it back over the heads of the state police where
it exploded in mid-air, covering the Tactical Unit with
gas. (See Photograph #1).

Immediately after Crow rolled the first canister
he pulled the pin on a second and tossed it into the
students. The second one went off simultaneously with
the first, which had been thrown back. He then threw a
third, which the same individual again picked up but as
he started to throw it, it went off. Crow advised that
by the time he threw the third canister most of the stu-
dents had begun to run south from the steps.

Most of the raeo&ers of the Tactical Unit and
Squad 1 of deputies were unable to further participate
In gassing and did not observe any pertinent events.
Many there were overcome or could not see until the gas
cleared. They then saw the two students down on the
sidewalk. Most could not get their masks cm in time
to avoid being overcome. Then they found the masks to
be full of gas.

It should be noted that it had been decided
amongst Chief Rives, Major Sliman, Captain Ratcliff
and Major Thomas Bradley that if tear gas had to be
used it would be the LSP Tactical Unit and Squad 1,
as the wind was coming from the north.

At this point, gas shells were launched by the
state police from "Big Bertha." The first shot apparently
hit the top of the facade of Administration Building mid
bounced out over the heads of the deputies in the skirmish
line in front of the steps. (See Photograph #3).
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At this time gas was fired or thrown in the

direction of the students at the front of the Admin-istration Building from numerous sources. A gas gun
owned by the Sheriff*s Office was fired several times,
shots were fired from "Big Bertha," and several deputies
in Squads 2, 3 and 4 admit firing tear gas cartridges
from their shotguns and throwing canisters. It was
during this confusion and gassing that Denver Smith
and Leonard Brown were shot and killed by one round of
Number Four buckshot.

-̂ 1

During this time, deputies in Squads 2t 3 and 4
were ordered to fall back some and put masks on. Most
did not have the opportunity to do so prior to their
masks filling with gas. Some deputies who were over-come by the gas ran back towards College Drive. (See
Photographs #4 and #5). Other deputies stayed in the
area of the palm tree, which appears in the diagrams
and photographs.

Some, for example Deputy Robert Potts, remained
well to the front of most of the deputies in Squads 2, 3
and 4. Lt. Carr, who was in charge of Squad 2 ordered
his men to lock and load. Several then fired gas,
according to personal interviews. Most of the deputies
in Squad 2, however, moved at this time north, away
from the palm tree.

DEAD AND INJURED STUDENTS

Smith and Brown, according to television films
viewed by the Bureau and this attorney, were about the
last students to run south from the steps of the building.
They were running side by side when pellets from apparently
one round of Number 4 buckshot struck each in the head,
felling them to the sidewalk. (See Diagrams #1 and #2).
Brown died instantly, while Smith died twenty minutes after
being received at the hospital. The fatal shots to each
were pellets that traversed the brain, causing massive
hemorrhaging.
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neither Brown nor Smith were known to have been

actively involved in the campus disturbances and boy-
cotts. Both were known to be quiet, average students.
Prior to running from the area of the steps it is be-
lieved that Smith may have been seated on the ground.
Brown had last been seen by a fellow student going into
the building as the gas began.

Two other students were allegedly wounded at
different times and locations following the shooting
of Smith and Brown. Leonard Jackson and James Jackson
(no relation) were apparently hit by tear gas cartridges.
Leonard Jackson was near the NROTG Building northwest of
the Administration Building when hit by a shot probably
fired by Lt. Crow (LSP) to disperse students. James
Jackson was allegedly hit near College Drive but it is not
known by what object or who fired. Neither was seriously
injured. It should be noted that a large number of gas
shells were fired after the confrontation as well, to
disperse groups of students. Since neither of the Jacksons
was seriously Injured and it is not believed that such
incidents constitute prosecutable violations of a federal
statute, no further reference to them will be made.

THE EVIDENCE

The Federal Bureau of Investigation has interviewed
hundreds of persons and analysed films and photographs in
an attempt to pinpoint the source of the shot which killed
Smith and Brown. In general it can be said that there has
been no specific information developed which identifies
the person who fired the fatal shot. No deputies in Squad
1 and no state police officers in the Tactical Unit could
provide any specific information on a possible subject.
None of them even saw the victims go down.

The deputies in Squads 2, 3 and 4 could also
provide no concrete information on a specific subject
who might have shot the victims. Some did indicate
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they saw the victims go down and may have heard a
sharper report at that time. At best, however, all
they could say was the direction down the line from
which it might have come. No one admits observing
any deputy firing what might have been the fatal shot
nor having any subsequent knowledge of possible suspects.

Other witnesses, including students, faculty
members, job recruiters and additional law enforcement
personnel, provide only general information without
specific identification of a subject. 5/

Careful analysis by the Bureau, however, has
limited the suspects to the few deputies who were in
the area of the palm tree at the time of the shooting. 6/

We shall now go into some detail concerning the
narrowing of suspects by the Bureau. Diagram #2 repre-
sents the approximate scene at the time of the shooting.
First, the Bureau has located the estimated position of
victims when they were hit by pellets. This has been
done through analysis of films of the victims falling
and a re-creation of that scene by agents and the original
photographer. (See Photograph #6).

5/ Note that one student and two recruiters claim that
a deputy with sergeant stripes fired a shot just as the
students went down. This will be discussed further, infra.
6/ Note that victims were hit with #4 buckshot, a standard
load of EBRPSO, and from a direction where only deputies in
Squads 2, 3 and 4 could have been standing. Also, in view
of the evidence that no shots were fired at that time at the
front of the building except by those deputies, we are able
to conclude that one of those deputies (many of whom admit
firing, but only tear gas) fired the fatal shot.
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The Bureau also discovered three Impressions

on the east side of the Administration Building at
the southeast corner. Although it could not be deter-
mined that such impressions were made by shotgun pellets,
tracings of lead were found, consistent with the compo-
sition of buckshot pellets. They are also consistent
with marks that could have been produced by spherical
projectiles, such as buckshot. The analysis is that the
impressions appear to have been produced by projectiles
traveling approximately parallel to the ground and on an
angle from a point north of the impact area. The minimum
angle north of the impact area at \diich these projectiles
could have been traveling, due to the presence of e shrub
with no markings thereon, was found to be approximately
three degrees. (See Diagram #3).

Two other impressions were found in this general
area, but it was not possible to determine what could
have produced these impressions. They were not produced
by projectiles traveling at the same velocity as the other
three.

* -

It was then determined by Bureau analysis (See
Photograph #6) that the only angle where the heads of
the two agents simulating the positions of Smith and
Brown fell within the area previously designated as the
impact area on the east wall of the Administration
Building was that located in a line approximating the
direction of the large palm tree directly east of the
Administration Building.

This narrows the possible angle of fire to
somewhere within the shaded area appearing on Diagram
#3 minus the 3° minimum angle shown by the dotted lines.
If the exact position of the heads of the victims et the
time they were struck could be established, a very precise
line of fire could be determined. However, since victims
were running at the time, causing minor head movement, no
positive determination can be made. In the films it appears
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as if victim Brown was faced approximately straight
ahead or due south and that victim Smith was turned
slightly towards the Administration Building at the
time each was struck. The angle of entry on Brown
was determined by the pathologist to be either on a
perpendicular to the side of his head (that is, a
line running east to west)or within 10 degrees on
either side thereof. The paths of the pellets in
the head of victim Smith are on a line approximately
45 degrees from a perpendicular(east to west) to the
side of his head.

Of course, a slight change in the direction
each victim's head was facing at the time he was struck
could considerably alter Che total angle in which the
origin of the shot must have been located. It could
not vary much beyond the right hand edge of the shaded
area shown in Diagram #3 or the impact area would no
longer fall in a line with the victims' heads.

This then was the approach and method of analysis
used by the Bureau to aid in determining an identifiable
subject. Tj While this was underway, the Bureau also
analyzed photographs, including those attached hereto, as
well as two sequences of television film, one showing the
students with Che victims being hit and the ocher showing
Che deputies. Both were being photographed from south to
north. Through careful coordination of the films and
pictures and by overlapping persons or events, a good
reconstruction of the scene was possible. Those who
analyzed the films (several field agents, the television
photographers, the exhibits man and the ballistics man)

7/ It should be noted that although the reports to date
do not reflect the precise reasoning, it has been con-
tinually indicated that evidence of only one live shot
at this location exists. This is presumably in view of
the close proximity of the victims, the fact that they
each appeared to have been struck at the same moment and
the total number of pellets recovered or accounted for
(approximately 20 out of the 27 which are contained in a
#4 buckshot cartridge).
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were able to follow movements of many of the deputies
In the pertinent areas. 8/ Some with shotguns were
seen to go out of the relevant areas. Others remained
there and often their interview descriptions were
inconsistent with their cinematic activities. This
was brought out to some of them in second interviews,
but generally the attitude was "well, that is how I
remember it." Occasionally some additional activities
are admitted to but none which indicate guilt. Al-though it has been determined that the motion pictures
show some deputies at the time of the shooting, those
near the palm tree are not visible or are cut off at
the right edge of the film. The photographs do not
capture the precise moment of the shooting. (Photo-
graph #4 is just before and Photograph #5 is just after).

Through such analysis of the photographs, and
sometimes with the help of the deputy in identifying
himself and others, the Bureau has identified all
deputies appearing in the skirmish line In Photograph
#1. Their movements were followed in subsequent photo-graphs and on film. As stated above, some possible
suspects go out of the pictures and therefore their
position at the time of the shooting is unknown.%f

8/ This attorney has seen the films once and the technique
has been carefully explained but he has not yet observed
them for purposes of such an analysis. Therefore, the
conclusions concerning each deputy's location are those
of the Bureau.
91 Interviews have been highly unsuccessful in locating
deputies with any precision at the time of the shooting
apparently because of the confusion, breaking of ranks
and inability (or unwillingness) to recall.
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THE SUSPECTS

Nine deputies were determined to be suspects

by the Bureau, mainly because of their location and
movements in the moments just before and just after

#2 or(See Photograph #5 and Diagr
It should be emphasized, however, that most ofthe shooting.

#3)•
these determinations with relation to identity and
location at pertinent times are
educated guesswork,
those carrying shotguns.
what they say their activities were during the con-
frontation and as to what their shotgun load was and
whether they fired. Some admit to firing gas but
state with certainty that that is all they had in
their weapon. Some who say they had only gas, deny
firing. Those who had only buckshot of course deny
firing also. 10/ It should be noted that most deputies

in Squads 2, 3 and 4 had little or no previous riot
training.

tter ofrely a
Of course the only suspects are

The suspects vary as to

J

In addition to the six names which appear in
#2 and #3, who are placed within the area

, three other suspects were
Diagr
from which the shot e
established. They are Deputies Jarreau and Caffarel
and Lt. Carr, all of Squad 2. Although they do not

appear in photographs at the time of the shooting as
identifiable, they all were apparently relatively near
the palm according to interviews. As a matter of feet,

10/ Since mistake is a possibility in this case it
should be noted here that there are various ways this
could have happened here. The deputy may truly have
forgotten how his weapon was loaded or not actually
have known since it was in many cases loaded from other
occasions.
certainty. _

honestly mistook the live round for a tear gas cartridge.
Apparently the resemblance is striking. Nevertheless no

one adnits to this possibility.

Of course, in interviews they all indicate
He may also think he knew his load but

i
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of course, they may be the two deputies in front of the
palm who are, to date, unidentifiable. In addition Carr
admits to two and Caffarel admits to three gas shots
towards the area of the Administration Building. Of
course both are certain they only had gas shells in their
weapons.
buck in his gun, admits chambering one or the other but
denies firing. He also places himself behind the palm
after he had seen victims lying on the walk. He denies
seeing them fall.

11/ Jarreau had double-ought and number four

All nine suspects were asked to submit voluntarily
Four (Jarreau, Ryals, Caffarelto a polygraph examination.

and Johnson, who is black) did so and the results do not

show them to have been deceptive. Deputy Cambre refused
nastily, according to the Bureau, and Carr, Potts and Story
also refused. As of this writing Deputy Wall is consulting
with his attorney in efforts to decide whether to submit to
the examination. This Division has not yet received any
written report of these results or any information as to
the questions asked. Of course, if the guilty party does
not know he did it then no deception would apparently be
shown.

According to Bureau experts, however, there is a
very noticeable difference in the amount of recoil when
discharging a round of buckshot as opposed to a tear gas
cartridge. Of course, it can be argued that in such con-
fusion or panic, one might not realize the difference or
might not recall it later. Then, too, several of these
deputies had never fired tear gas cartridges and may not
have known what a difference there was. If the live round
was not fired intentionally it is still hard to believe
that knowledge of or by the guilty party does not exist
with each deputy recalling each shot that was made, the

11/ A recent conference between Sheriff Amiss and U.S.
Attorney Gonzales pointed up that Carr had "pangs of remorse"
in that he believes he fired a third shot from the hip (he
only admitted to two in interviews). He believes it was gas,
however, and does not recall the students falling with relation
to his shots. Carr is in the process of preparing an additional
statement through his attorney. He had already refused a poly-
graph examination.
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direction fired and possibly seeing students fall at
that moment and with the great amount of soul-searching
that has undoubtedly been done. Again, of course, there
is no way to prove this fact.

It should be mentioned that the movie film which
was shot did not have a sound track. However, a co-reporterof one of the cameramen did tape record some of the incident.
At one point during the noise and confusion, the words "I
got him, I got him" are distinctly heard. Cameraman Baptiste
cannot identify it as himself or his partner. No other
identification, even by sheriff's personnel, has been made
to date.

Evidence through Interviews pointing to possible
suspects has also been developed. None has been particu-larly helpful. A black student named Hillard and two job
recruiters(probably black)Identify a sergeant as one
who fired several times towards where the students were
seen falling. Hillard says each time he fired he put the
expended cartridge in his pocket. Hillard followed him
around as did a faculty member sand he was Identified as
Ticey(Tycer), (A sergeant in charge of Squad 1). It
was also discovered that he only had a carbine. Neverthe-less Hillard and the recruiters all say the sergeant they
saw was in the area of Squads 2, 3 and 4, not where Squad
1 was located. Further they all see shotgun shells being
ejected. The only possible suspect who is a sergeant and
had a shotgun is Ryals, but his also had a launcher attached
and one of the recruiters claimed the one being fired did
not. Ryals denies firing anything. This attorney recalls
some other officer or deputy indicating that someone was
wearing a shirt with sergeant's stripes even though he was
not one. Efforts will be made to determine who this might
have been.

r
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Seme of the black deputies present that day have

Indicated In interviews that they have discussed the
matter at great length. A few were much more candid
than most white deputies. All white deputies deny any
knowledge of who might have done it or having heard
information one way or the other. One black deputy
stated that he heard the focus of the investigation had
narrowed to a deputy who is normally assigned to the
Narcotics Division and owns his own shotgun. This
description fits only one deputy, Robert Watts.

Evidence has developed that Watts advised that
he had no buckshot, leaving it all at the airport, and
had only two rounds of tear gas in his weapon which he
fired on orders of Lt. O'Connor (Squad #4) after the
students were down. Watts, however, is identified by
a black deputy named Crawford who arrived after the
shooting as being a deputy who handed him a shotgun to
hold saying it had two rounds of gas and two of buckshot.
Watts was apparently trying to free his hands to throw
canisters which he carried. Efforts to re*interview
Watts and confront him with the inconsistency will be
made if such investigation does not appear in the next
report.

./

Again, with reference to these suspects and the
nine listed above, no concrete evidence has yet been
developed. Further, at this point in the investigation,
identification of a subject does not appear likely. It
is also not known what Carr's re-interview may show, what
Watts may say concerning the inconsistency, or what specific
results the polygraph examinations may show. Analysis of
the files will continue in an effort to point up inconsis-
tencies or any leads which could develop a subject.

LOCAL ACTION

The investigation by the state commission headed
by the Attorney General turned up similar results to those
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. That commission
has indicated that it narrowed the suspects to about six

|

i
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who wore located in one area. It is unknown at this
stage in the investigation whether this was a totally
independent finding and whether it was based on the same
or different evidence. No contacts by this Division
with the Attorney General of Louisiana have yet been
made. Also, according to reports of a few weeks ago,
the newly elected Parish Prosecuting Attorney has agreed
to present evidence to a grand Jury sometime after he
is sworn in.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Until the final reports are completed no definitive
recommendations can be made. Nor can any additional re-
quests for investigation be initiated until all reports
are in. It is not known by the Bureau Civil Rights Desk
man what the remaining investigative reports will contain.

It can probably be safely said, however, that
further narrowing of suspects through analysis of physical
evidence or interviews is highly unlikely. This attorney,
however, does intend to analyze the films and photographs
with the guidance of those who have made the determinations
to date. Hopefully such analysis will provide us with the
certainty the Bureau has of the results of its analysis to
date and perhaps turn up same additional facts not yet noted.

It would be this attorney’s recommendation that
if the state does proceed with its grand jury, that this
Department should offer its files for examination and
provide all assistance possible. The state appears to
have acted in good faith throughout its investigation of
this matter and, assuming they continue to do so, we should
willingly offer information we have gathered. If a subject
can be identified, clearly a state prosecution would be the
more appropriate vehicle since proving intent herein with-
out clear evidence would be an insurmountable obstacle.
The state has open such prosecutive alternatives as negligent
homicide, manslaughter, assault with a deadly weapon, etc.
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If the state does not intend to proceed in good

faith or does not do so, then an investigative federal
It would permit us to

grand jury may be appropriate,
take the testimony of all deputies under oath, confront

them with inconsistencies, carefully analyze films and

photographs with their assistance, make efforts to identify

persons in films and photographs and the voice on the tape

recording, and confront possible subjects with lie detector

test results, if they should prove of any value. Further,

of course, there is the value implicit in a federal grand

jury inquiry of allaying the doubts and fears and resolving

the unanswered questions in the minds of many Americans.
Perhaps even a report in the Chicago tradition which would

condemn the deployment of such poorly trained officers in

a confrontation situation should be considered.
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